Abstract: Network programmability is a trend, enhanced and inspired by Software Defined Networks, that are based on scripting methods and standard programming languages used for controlling and monitoring of network elements. This paper is illustrating some new methods in configuring network devices by using automation, reducing time for equipment configuration and easier maintenance. It also improves network security by recognizing and fixing security vulnerabilities and it increases the network stability. These methods represent the future of networks, allowing the management of an increased number of devices in a unitary way.
Introduction
The number of devices in a network and their heterogeneous nature is steadily increasing. The traditional methods used for network equipment configuration are time consuming, taking into consideration also the vendor specific know-how needed. The Software Defined Networks (SDN) [1] concept tries to eliminate the vendor dependency via standard protocols, like OpenFlow [2] . However, the "traditional" non-SDN legacy networks need to keep the pace and respond to dynamic network changes. Network automation is a solution for Operational Expenses OPEX saving, improving not only the time spent for configuring the network devices, but also the efficiency of network maintenance through procedures that are easier to follow and implement at large scale.
Network programmability using Python scripting languages: Netmiko and Paramiko
At its core, network programmability [11] and automation has the main goal of simplifying the tasks involved in configuring, managing and operating network equipment, network topologies, network services and network connectivity. In our experimental setup we have used the GNS3 emulator which is a tool for building, designing and testing networks [12] , capable now also to connect to external networks and allowing integration with virtual images or Docker Containers.
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A. Network setup For our specific implementation, we have used an Ubuntu Docker Container which is running Python scripts [13] , allowing to connect to devices and automate their configuration via ssh connections.
Python scripting is based on Netmiko [6] and Paramiko [7] libraries for controlling the network devices. Both Netmiko and Paramiko are using SSH connection to get the control of devices. SSH (Secure Shell) is a cryptographic network protocol for operating network services securely over an unsecured network.
Paramiko is a Python implementation of the SSHv2 protocol, providing both client and server functionality. It is a pure Python interface around SSH networking concepts and it leverages a Python C extension for low level cryptography. [6] Netmiko is a multi-vendor library, based on Paramiko, simplifying connections across a broad set of networking vendors and platforms.
The scripts incorporate various functionalities like VLAN creation, routing protocols or configuration backup. These scripts can be used for almost all network devices regardless of the vendor that produces them. [14] The topology contains an Ubuntu Docker Container [15] [16] which will run the automated scripts for configuring network devices, a Layer 2 Switch (using real Cisco IOS) that is making the connection to the NAT Cloud (for having access to Internet) and to the three Layer 3 Switches that will be automatically configured ( Figure 1 ). The Ubuntu Docker Container needs to be in the same network as the devices that we want to automatically configure so it can obtain an IP via a common DHCP or we can configure a static IP address. It also must be connected to Internet for downloading the necessary libraries. In Figure 3 we can see the script used to create multiple VLANs on a single switch. We have to specify the IP address configured on the switch, the username and the password configured for VTY lines and afterwards the connection via SSH could be done by transmitting those parameters to the switch using Paramiko library.
When connection is successful, we have to specify the invoke_shell so we can directly configure the switch via SSH. Afterwards we have created a loop that creates VLANs from 2 to 10 (VLAN 1 is configured implicitly on every switch). At the end, we have close SSH connection via ssh_client.close call. As we can see, the difference between Netmiko and Paramiko is that Netmiko uses an easier way to connect to switches using ConnectHandler which is also using SSH in the backend. In addition, when we use Netmiko we have to specify the device type that we want to control.
With the script from Figure 4 we can create multiples VLANs on multiple switches. The main difference between this script and the one from Figure 3 is that in this script uses a variable (all_devices) which includes all the other three switches in this case. Afterwards, same like in the previous script, we have used a loop that is creating 9 VLANs (from 2 to 10).
The example above implements a simple functionality, suitable for exemplification purposes, but the configuration possibilities are broad. We consider the two above mention Python implementations as a good alternative and less dependent of vendor specific commands compared to the "expect" method of TCL scripting language, very used by network administrators for automation. 
Abstraction of network equipment via the "driver" concept
Another important aspect of heterogeneous networks is the possibility to program the network, independent of vendor specific functions. In one of our previous implementations [17] we have used the standardization provided by NTAF (Network Test Automation Forum) [8] that is using the concept of generic devices and specific drivers for automation. The NTAF driver concept was so generic that it had an example a Driver for a toaster (see Figure. 5 ) and was using as main protocol the XMPP [9] [18].
The first set of specifications that we have also implemented were addressing the "Tool Registration, Discovery and Activation" and "Tool Automation Harness". Previously successfully used for chat rooms, XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) was proposed by NTAF for network automation, reusing social networking concepts.
In our implementation, we have used NTAF used OpenFire as XMPP Server, and Spark as XMPP Client. The network elements were thus aggregated in a "social network", having all the integrated equipment listed in the Contact List displayed by Spark (see Figure 6 ). Network elements are publishing state/availability and capabilities using XMPP. Furthermore, we are able to send commands to an equipment from a chat window based on the XMPP-to-SNMP parser that we have implemented. Using NTAF standard via XMPP protocol we have automated different real, emulated (Cisco Dynapims images) and virtualized resources (Juniper Olive virtual images). However, the communication method to each device was unitary and vendor independent, as we are also counting on drivers (plug-ins).
Based on the same driver concept (the concept that was so successful implemented in the case of Virtual Instrumentation and IVI StandardizationInterchangeable Virtual Interfaces) there are also programmable methods for network abstraction using Python.
For our future work we plan to automate the network elements using the generic driver concept, based on NAPALM. Network Automation and Programmability Abstraction Layer with Multivendor support [9] is a Python library that implements a set of functions to interact with different router vendor devices using a unified API. The heterogeneous vendors are integrated via drivers, and NAPALM offers support for most of the important vendors.
Conclusions
Software controllability is a concept that is spreading also in the area of networking, driven by the Software Defined Networks innovative implementations. Configuring and monitoring any device via automation, independent of vendors is a goal implementable not only on SDN devices, but also on other networking solutions. In this paper, we have demonstrated the importance of automation in the "legacy" networks, that are not aware of OpenFlow SDN protocol. The legacy network equipment represents an important set of devices, produced by different vendors, very difficult to control using traditional methods and using unitary/standard methods.
We have demonstrated that using Python, network engineers do not need to configure by themselves each individual device, they just need to create the proper infrastructure and by implementing automation scripting. The network controllability becomes easier and changes can be faster deployed, maybe even automatically, as response to events that take place in the network. So the legacy network elements becoming similar with SDNs. We have offered examples of two automation libraries based on Python and Secure Shell connections.
Network programmability can be enhanced with the use of an additional abstraction layer, a driver, thus differences between proprietary solutions are eliminated. One proposed method of abstraction that was illustrated in an implementation based on NTAF standardization and the standard XMPP protocol.
Organizations will benefit from an automation strategy with benefits on change control, architecture, security and operational management. Troubleshooting can be made easily and quickly when automated systems examine the network continuously.
